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Champaign, IL – September 2017 – For new Team Futaba pilot A.C. Glenn, aviation and RC models have always meant more 
than fun. He credits his father for sparking his interest when he was only five years old. “It was our way of connecting,” A.C. says, 
“and it turned into a lifelong hobby.” A.C. also counts one of the legendary Tuskegee airmen as a childhood mentor. 

Now age 28, A.C. has flown RC aircraft for 22 years and participated in competitions for a majority of that time. When not piloting 
models for pleasure, he has also been involved with their development and use for intelligence and defense contracts. Working 
remotely from Yuma, Arizona, for the North Eastern Aeronautical Company, A.C. controlled drones in Afghanistan that could 
detect roadside bombs from 12,000 feet in the air.

A.C. performs at RC flying events and seminars around the world. He’s been a regular in pattern competitions since 1999 and in 
F3A since 2007. He was a U.S. F3A finalist each year from 2011 to 2016 and F3A Pattern National Champion in 2015. The 30th 
F3A World Championship arrives in early November — and A.C. looks forward to joining Team Futaba in Argentina and bringing 
home the gold.

Long before becoming a Team member, A.C. preferred flying with Futaba equipment. Both of his National Championships were 
won using Futaba systems. His primary transmitter is the Futaba 18SZ, with the BLS171 servo and 7008SB receiver completing 
his system of choice. 

Please join Futaba in welcoming A.C. to the team. Watch for him at events throughout the season!

Team Futaba Talent Grows With A.C. Glenn

National Champion Brings Unique Experience to the Team
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About Hobbico: “Love Your Hobby” is Hobbico. Innovative products, renowned brands and passionate customer support make us a leader in the RC 
world. We help you find the perfect hobby when you’re looking for real life adventures! For more information, visit hobbico.com.

About Futaba: Futaba provides precision RC products designed for ultimate reliability—multifunction radios with the latest technology and features, 
supremely accurate receivers, and a full range of accessories. Team Futaba is a core group of professional RC pilots sponsored by the Futaba brand. 
To learn more visit futabarc.com.
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